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the animals are free and can be imported into your zoo (click the “import” button and select the animals from the expansion
pack), or you can create your own zoo and import the animals into it. you can also click the “make your own zoo” button and

start building your own zoo. however, you cannot add new cities into an existing zoo, so the animals will not appear. according
to blue fang games, the reason for adding more animals was that “extinct animals are the most difficult species to maintain in

a zoo, due to the low success rates of their reproduction, and the fact that they tend to be sparsely distributed across the
world.” the game consists of four main areas to manage in which includes zoo building, animals, zoo keeping and finance. you
will start the game with a small zoo with a few animals and then later unlock the ability to build bigger and more exotic zoos.
you can manage several animals at a time including mammals, birds, reptiles, fish, amphibians and insects. some animals will

need specialized cages such as ichthyosaurs that swim in a saltwater environment. as you build your zoo you will have to
manage your finances by opening and closing your zoo as you wish. the game features a wide variety of animals ranging from
the cute to the dangerous. when you purchase an animal you get to customize your zoo in many ways including the animals

name, your animal's habitat, and even its favorite food. many different items and objects will help you with each of your
animals including a zoo gift shop, a children's zoo, and a zoo gift container. various events like species day, and the

introduction of an egg hatching can also occur. in addition to the main game there are four other achievements that are
unlockable by spending in-game currency.
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there is also a new campaign mode,
which requires an additional purchase,

and a connection to the internet, in which
the player must research extinct animals

and get at least three points for each
species. when the player first starts the
game, they will have a default zoo and a
couple of animals. one of the first things
the player will need to do is buy a few
extra animals for their zoo. the first of

which is the saber tooth tiger. the player
can purchase more animals by using

'extinct animals' points. the player's goal
in extinct animals is to unlock all the

animals. the animals are unlocked by a
combination of the player's star rating,

fossils gathered, and the zoo's number of
rings. when the player reaches a certain
number of rings, the player will unlock a

new feature. for example, when the
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player reaches 12 rings, the player will
unlock the ice age exhibit, which will

allow the player to place snow, ice, and
snowmen in the zoo. there are four

different types of animals that can be
kept within the zoo. these are:

herbivores, carnivores, zoo-living
humans, and wild. herbivores require

plants for food. carnivores require meat.
zoo-living humans are a mixture of the
two. wild animals are animals that the

player has no way of keeping in their zoo.
to make a mixed animal exhibit, the

player must place the animals in certain
places. as the zoo's rating increases, the

player will unlock more areas. these areas
include the ability to place other animals
in the zoo's exhibit, as well as the ability
to place wild animals in the zoo's exhibit.
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